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Rides are full field defensive slide schemes because the clearing team has a man advantage.  This is 

because the clearing team has their goalie out of the goal. 

One danger in a riding situation is that there is much ground to cover for the riding team, and if a 

riding team gets out of position, the clearing team may create a transition situation with a numbers ad-

vantage and a possible transition goal.

It is important that before teaching any set riding schemes to your players that you reinforce the FUN-

DAMENTAL PRINCIPLES of riding, and demonstrate their importance in the course of your practice. 

These principles can be narrowed down to three main team objectives and then individual fundamen-

tals

Team Objectives for Riding

• Force the clearing team to make the longest pass possible, 

especially across field 

• Leave farthest person from the ball open, look to slide so 

that everyone else is covered. 

• Don’t worry about the goalie 

• Use the sideline as another defender, try to angle the clear-

ing player out of bounds. 

• Remember basic defensive athletic stance: knees bent, stick in midline of body. 

• Keep proper angles - drop step to direct the clearing player towards desired areas on the field or 

towards the sidelines. 

• Use proper approaches to the ball. This is the same concept as in teaching sliding with your team 

defense. This must be practiced and can be done in drills or game like activities. 

• Use sound checks, never giving up body position. Often just running with the player is most effective. 

• Players should not check until the ball carrying player stops or lifts his stick to pass the ball, at which 

time attempt a well-placed lift check. Check only on stick side (avoid back check). It is more important 

that a clearing player does not get by a rider than it is to take the ball away.  By attempting to take the 

ball away a rider may over commit himself and allow the clearing player to get by. 

• Don’t let an opposing player get behind you. 

• Move when the ball is released, anticipating the pass. 

• Communication is key. 

• Backside or off-ball players from the other side of the field must be able to split areas in ways very 

similar to team defensive concepts. 

• Developing riding concepts must be taught in a series of progressions. Just as you would build up a 

team defense by starting first with the fundamentals of individual defense and add by progressions to 

the complete team defensive package, riding should be taught in the same manner. 

• Riding situations should be broken down and taught from the same two approaches mentioned in 

the clearing section of this course: 

1. Immediately off a loss of possession in your offensive end of the field (after a shot, turnover) also 

known as a live ball riding situation. 

Coaching Tip: Riding players tend 

to stand flat footed or over commit.  

Teach them not to try to check the 

ball but to simply stop the ball and 

force a redirection. 
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2. Change of possession with horn or whistle which will allow your team to set up a riding scheme, 

also known as a dead ball riding situation.

Your riding scheme in this case may be dependent on two situations: 

If the ball is deep in the offensive box will determine whether you will  most likely run zone ride. 

If the ball is between the restraining lines you will probably execute a man- to-man ride. 

Both methods should be practiced so your team gets used to executing both philosophies in case it is 

needed in a game (for example, being down by a goal and your offensive team must get the ball back 

after a shot or ground ball) and to be able to clear against teams which use both philosophies against 

your team. 

As a coach, you will want to identify where the weakness is on the clearing team. Do they only have 

two good ball handlers? Do they have trouble making long passes? Do the defensemen panic when 

they get near the midfield line? Does the goalie simply stay in the crease and eliminate their extra 

man opportunity? Exploit those weaknesses to your team’s advantage.

Live Ball Riding

An good option for live ball riding off any kind of change of possession (missed shot, saved shot, 

ground ball, turnover or any other cause for change of possession) is to attack aggressively by picking 

up the ball carrier immediately in a formation similar to man-to-man defense .

In this situation, the riding player nearest the ball plays the opponent with the ball as if teams are all 

even. The other two riding players nearest the ball should get into a zone to cut off adjacent passes. 

The remaining three players drop into their zone. 

Settled Rides

Zone ride

This ride is commonly used in a settled situation.

Players should drop back deep into zone coverage so the clearing team must settle the ball in order to 

find the open 2 on 1 situation. 

This allows the riding team to shorten the area the clearing team is able to work with. 

This also allows the riding team to make shorter slides and gives them more time to react.

3-3 Zone Ride 

This is an excellent ride to utilize when a team is using a 4-3 clear (see clearing section)

Players line up three across the area near the goal and three line up near the midfield.

Players want to maintain a triangle and work to leave the farthest man from the ball open. 

Remember, the objective is to force the longest pass possible from the clearing team since they are 

looking to find the 2 v 1 advantage on the field.

Coaching Tip: There are advantages to both zone 

and man-to-man concepts. A team with great athlet-

ic potential should take advantage of its personnel 

and pick up players immediately. This puts pressure 

on the clearing team and may force the goalie to ini-

tiate the clear himself or create errors by the clear-

ing team immediately after a shot or ground ball in 

their defensive box area.
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Settled Man-to-Man Rides

One effective man-on-man settled riding method which players can grasp 

very quickly is to have midfielders cover midfielders at the midfield, and then 

have the three low attackers split coverage of the goalie and the defense-

men. This can be taught to your players by telling them they should be in an 

“L” or a “V” formation.

General rule: Have 

midfielders mark mid-

fielders, attackmen 

mark the defense-

men.

Teams can choose to 

leave the goalie open 

or play the goalie and 

leave the farthest 

player from the ball 

open.




